REPAIR GASKETS KIT (compatible with ETS LINDEGREEN doors fingers).

Due to the demand of our customers GTEMCELL has developed a kit to substitute the very delicate finger contacts normally applied in shielded doors of Gtem cells and anechoic chambers.

The continuous stress of the tradicional CuBe contacts fingers tips and the loss of maintenance cause the breack of the contacts reducing the shielding effectiveness.

GTEMCELL supply a wire mesh over elastomer gaskets obtained with the cladding of layers in concentric metallic mesh around an elastomer material that accomplishes the function of elastic recovery after compression. Various sections of metal elastomer gaskets are available and dimensions upon client request.

Applications:
Gasket for the shielding of electric and magnetic fields where there is no requirement for water tight sealing as well. Elastic recovery is obtained with expanded materials of various types such as Silicone, Neoprene and EPDM. These are recommended for panel systems, electrical control panels, doors, etc., which must be disassembled or opened frequently.

Provision:
In spools or in pieces pre-cut to size, in sections and dimensions upon client demand.

Example of a repair: